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THEORY AHD APPLICATION 03’HOT-WIRH IES!@RUMEETS IN “

THE INVrnSTIGATiOE OF !!!URBULBET BOUXDARY LAYERS

By G. B. Schul)auer and P. S. Klebanoff

SUMMA BY
. .

An aacount is given of the resent developments in hot-
wire Instruments for use in turbulent boundary layers to
determine the magnitude of the several components of the
turbulent velocity fluctuations together with the correlation
b6tw.een them and turbuleut shearing stress. The in.etruments
were developed in order to mwke possible a study of the
turbulent characteristics of the layer as well a~ the average
characteristics in EL,general investigation of the turbulent
boundary layer under condltione prodwoing separation. The
experimental setup used to provide a thick turbulent boundary
layer is deecrlbed, and results are included to show the
general nature of the boundary layer, as well as examples of
the measured fluotuationa, correlation coefficient, and
turbulent shearing stress. Finally the errors inherent In
the hot-wire method are discussed,

I. INTRODUCTION

The ob~eot of this investigation of the characteristics ‘
of ~urbulent boundary layers Is to provide a sound basis of

$

undor~tandlng of “the turbulent type of boundary layer through ‘
reful study of Ite development and separat~on. The invee-
gation.lnvolvee the meastirement of pres~ure distribution,
sbributlon of mean veloaity aaroue the layer, boundary layer
ickneds, and shape parameter, as well as measure~qents of the
rb.ulent oharaoterietios of the layer.

While a rjone$derable fund of infcsmation exists on the
mean flow in turbulent boundary layars, little is known abo~t
the turbulence itself. All conoerned with the boundary-layer
prob>em agree, however, that turbulent mixing prooesaes are
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the fundamental processes in the boundary layer and contain
the explanation of such average aharaoteriotias as Veloatt?
.aiotribution, internal friotio.n Or ehearing @tresso and aep-
aratlon in an adverue pressure gradlenta It Is therefore
not for laok of Importance that turbulence measurements have-
been negleoted, but rather frqm a laok of suitable instru-
ments and teohniquee for making the neoessary measurements,
When the present boundar~layer Investigation was undertaken,
it was deoided to determine as many oharaoteribtias of the
turbulence as possible, along with the average oharaeteris-
tics of the layer, to fill in the gap left by former investi-
gators. In order to make the turbulence measurements, it
has been neoessary first to develop some speaial type of hot-
wlre anemometer Instruments. The present report covers re-
searoh on development of the various hot-wire instruments
and their adaptation to the turbulent boundary-layer lnvestl-
gation.

In order to see what turbulent oharaoterlstlos of the
layer should be meaeured to best further an understanding of
turbulent boundary layers, it is well to look Into the usual
boundnrplayer conoepts assoolated with turbulence. It is

“ cuatomar~ to think in terms of the velooity fluctuations and
to regard these fluctuations as the velocity of migration of
fluid masses relative to the mean flow. The three mutually
perpendicular components of the fluctuations are denoted here
by U, V, and w and are defined un~er,Symbols 5n the fol-
lowing section. As expressed by Von Karman in referenoe 1,
the main charaoterlstlcs of turbulent flow at a given point
are tho magnitudes of the fluct-aations and the correlation
between them. flhe average pro.d.uct.of the fluctxa.tlcms, as,
for example, Uv , multiplied by the density are the turbu-
lent she_arin& y-tresses. Momentum transfer, which gives rice
To the shearing stresses, involvoe the ooncept of a length,
or chbraoterlstic size, of the region involved in the tUr\JU-
lent exchange. The descriptive term “mixing length” to de- .
note this oharaoteristia length was first used by Prandtl.

The migratory processes are imagined to be somewhat
analogous to those involved In the kinetio theory of gases,
with the turtnzlen$ mot50ns corresponding in the analogy to
moleoular motione in a gas and the mixing length correspond-
ing to the mean free path. While such concepts have been In
use for many years, little Is known about the actual nature
of the proceeses, and aseumptlons about them have had to he
made in formulating fundamental laws. In relatively eimple
cases , such as turbulent flow in pipes and turbulent boundary
layers on plane surfaoes, the assumptions have yfelded formu-
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las for mean velooity dlstrlbutlon in fair agreement with
experiment ; but in cases where a turbulent boundary layer
develops under the Oombin.ed.aotion of friotjon and large
pressure gradientm, the usual asaamptions lead to erroneous
reaultm and are obviously not valid. This is particularly

true in large adveree pressure gradlente, and it iEIhere
that the greateet need arlaee for an under8tandlng of the
actual nature of the turbulent processes,

here l-s-need, therefore, for experi. m ina-
tJ@@.Tof_thg rnagqltudq_ o.f.~he_~8z3g.us..._oQrnpOuen!~_o?the
f.l.uc-$u.atiqne,.thg cqrrelation_h_e~~-g~-n 9_ornPQ~@ntS_~.tE!!:~uz’-
huient shearing stresses, ‘-a–ridmixing Xengths in tur.~lent
b-oriiid%rylayerta. These will provide the basic-information
on which” to base laws governing the mean motion and the de
velopment of the layer. The object in instrument develop-
ment has been to obtain the moans for making measurements
that will permit the determination of as many of these quan-
titilee an possible.

This investigation, oonduoted at the National Bureau of
Standardn, wae sponmorod by and aonducted with the financial
aeeistance of the ITational Advi~ory Committoe for Aeronautioe.

II. SYMBOLS

U.

qo

u

u,

x

Y
.-

S

free-etream velocity, defined here as the velocity
that would exist in the region occupied by the wall
with the wall abeent

fre~etream dynamic preesure corresponding to U.

100al mean velocity at any point

particular loual mean velocity just outside of
boundary layer

dlstanoe along surface meaeured from the furvard
stagnation point

dietanoe normal to eurfaoe, measured from the murfaoe

coordinate normal to x and y w~th origin on the
oenter llme ( In the two-dimenejonal case considered
here, mean flow conditions do not var~ in the z-
direction.)
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x~y, s coordinates of a point in boundary layer

x~plane plane of mean flow--.

xs-plane plane normal to -plane and tangent to 100al

u

Y

w

UI

v?

~1

—
Uv

v

h

T

Te

i

Ta

R

ILa

It.

To

direotlon of mean fmlow at all points

x-oomponent of velooity fluctuation lying In xy-
and xs-plane .,”

y-oompwnent o~ valooity fluctuation lyhg in xy-
plane . .

s-oomponent of veloo3ty fluctuation lying in xs-
plane

.
root-mean-squmre values of u, v, and v; that 1s,

denotes mean vnlue, The primed symbole are used to
avoid an awkward notation in equationa

.

mean value of produot of u and v

angle between nzls of hot wire and direotlon of
wind at the location of the wire

rate of heat loss from hot wire, watts per seoond

~nstantaneous temperature of wire

equilibrium temperature of wire

mean temperature of hot wire, degreee C

air temperature, degrees C; also temperature of
wire when unheated

mean reeietan~e of hot wire at temperature ~, ohms

resistance of wire at temperature Ta, ohme

resistance of unheated wire at 0° C

reeistlvity of the material of the wire at 0° 0

.
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a temperature ooeffloient of reeletance referred
to 0° 0

. .
Roa slope of temp”erature-reaiotance ourve

1 current through hot vire ,

E=iE meam voltage acrosa hot vire (When two wires
are used, El denotee mean voltage aoroem wire
I and ma denotes mean voltage across vire 11.)

ma= 193+ Illanum of mean voltage aoro~e

~=Ez-IUa difference of mean voltage

ohange in rnb per radian

pair of vires

aaroua pair of vi?es

(with various subscripts) voltage fluotuotion
oompen~ated for wire lag

t%me

lag const=nt of wire

time constant, seconds

phase angle

frequenoy, ayolea por Oncond

maarn of the hot wire

epecifio heat of material of the wire

deneity of material of the wire

rndlus of vlre

density of air, slugs per oublo foot

vleco81ty of air, eiug ft-l eeo-l

kinematic viecoeity of a~r, fta ECO-1

shearing atrese, mound per square foct— .-

---- . .
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To shearing stress on the eurf~ce or skin friction

.Qf = T/l/2 pula =. 2FY /? ~g friotlon ooefflaient
J

1 mtxing length

I

7 ---.~.J&--u,

“—d +.
8 boundary-la~er thickness /’- 1

qw -’

6* displacement thickness
(J(+) ~ Y

0 momentum thickness (Jw & (%) ‘3

H = 6*/6 shape parameter

c chord of wall , 27,5 feet

Xg position of separation point

RIl = Uocfv Reynolds number

III. THE NATURE 01’ TH~ PROBLEMS I19VOLVED

The Eo-calle& ‘iturb-alonoe wtre,” consisting of a hot-
wire anemometer with a single wire normal to the wind, hae
been successfully used In the pact in both laminar and
turbulent boundary layers to measure the u-oomponent of the
fluotuatlonta. An attempt was made about 1937 by H, K.
Skramtatad to determine v- and w-components of the fluctua-
tlone in a turbulent layer by the method of thermal diffusion.
(Results unpublished. Method and theory given in refere-
nces 2 and 3.) He found that the interpretation of results
wag unoertaln beoause of effeota of veloolty gradlont.
Skramstad found, hovever, that e hot-wire anemometer with
the wire making an ~gle of about 45° to the wind could be
used with ap arent eucceaa to meamure turbulent shearing etrma

Y(reference 4 . In reoent years, spe~ially constructed

IA ---- . —- .
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hot-wire anemometers have taken the ylaoe of thermal diffu-
sion apparatus and have found oons~derable use in the mea~ure-
ment of the oross-etrearn oomponont of turtwlenoe in wind
tunnels. Early attempts to use these instruments in turbu-
lent boundary layers, while not entirely suooessful, ln-
d5aated at leaat that under proper oondltione reliable re- “
eulta should be obtainable. The prinoipal condition was
that the Instrument be small compared to..lh.q_~l&*_pJOsa of
tine

——
aar~ l~era Th3F%-G-e—-cZ&ltX ”6riapplies to t~~..-....

nii5&6u-r-e~6ntof shearing stress.

On the basis of this experience an investigation of the
turbulent boundary layer again was undertaken. The requir~
ments of the experimental setup were that the boundary layer
should be as thick ae possible in order to avoid the neoessity
of building hot-wire instrumen%r ani~hingly small and that
the adverse pressure gradient parallel to the surfaoe should
be suffiolently large to produce reparation and yat be
negligible normal to the surfaoe. This required a long sur-
faoe with small curvature, and RocortLiEgly the ‘wall’l shown
in figure 1 was constructed in the Matlonal Bureau of
6ta’~darda: largest wind tunnel, namely the l~foot open-
air tunnel, The shape and dimensions of this wall are shown
in figure 2. The working side, which is the side with ourva-
ture on the downstream end, hae a smooth surfaoe 28 feet
long. The blister on the Uide of the tunnel was adAed to
steepen the pressure rise and produce separation at the point
indicated. By suitable control of the secondary flow near
the floor, the flow along the aentral section was rendered
two-dimensional up to and somewhat beyond the separation
point.

During the course of the Investigation tliffloultlern were
encountered wtth the hot-wire inatrumentn. While the pr~’nary
cause of the diffloulties was the dirt and flying particlas
cnrried by the wind, the difficulties manifested themselves
In such a way ne to chow that the requirement for aacurnte
measurements had not been fully appreoiate& &t the outsvt of
the investigation. Yor example, flying particles broke and
bent the delioate platimum wires used as the sensitive element
on all hot-wire instruments. Screeaing the entranoe to the
tunnel Improved matters somewhat, butt oollisione with emaller
particles ~tlll getting through the soreen bent the wiren
and changed the calibration of those instruments the charao-
teristice of which depen~ed on the angle between the wire
and the wind. Platinum wires could not be plaoed under
tension, end an impact”, however slight, with a solid body
ohanged the shape of the wire, In fact, it hae since bpcome
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clear that it was only a matter of good fortune that measur-
ements of rehearing stress were ever possibLe without having
the wire under tension to insure c!onstanoy of angle. Another

difficulty equally d~trlmental to aacuraoy was the acoumu-
latlon of dirt on the wires.

While -theseQlfflcultles were probably at their worot in
an open-air wind tunnel, they were of suoh a nature as to
Indioate that the hot-wire instruments generally might not lIe
practicable for all the measurements theoretically possible.
Having found the requirements to be met by a suitable in-
strument, new methods of construotlon were tried using
tungeten wire and the performance of theme new typee was
Investigated In detail. AB the reeult, entlefaotory in-
struments were founds and methods of redualng obeerved data
were improved on the basis of more oomplete information on
the characterietias of suoh ~nstrumente. Thus the stage
has been reached where It is possible to ~~ate what measure-
ments are possible in practioe as well as In theory and give
an estimate of the order of the accuracy obtainable, The
purpose of this report is to make this Information avail-
able and show examples of typical reeultu. So far, no work
has been done at ~elooities in excess of 160 feet per eecond,
but with the new instruments, ~elooity ehould not be a limlt-
ing faatore

All hot-wire inatrumente oonnidgred in this report
depend on the rate of heat loss from an electrloally bested
wire in the wind 6tream. While Borne of these inetrument~
are eo deelgned that the rate of heat loss depend6 on both
magnitude and direatlon of the wind, they may all be re-
garded as type6 of hot-wire anemometer. The electrical
apparatu6 is arranged for o~eration of the wire with constant
heating current. !Chl~ mean6 that the current through the
WirO m&y be get at any de6ired value, but once set Ie main-
tained oonetant either manually or automatically and the wire
temperature IB allowed to vary as the rate of 0001iIigYEiriOB
with changee in speed or direction. The resulting change in
resistance gives rise to a ohange in voltage acro66 the wire.
Voltage fluctuations, when treated. in the manner explained
In the following Eectione, serve to Indicate oertein oharao.ter-
Istice of the turbulence. .

1-A —— .-
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The simplest kiad of hot-wtre anemometer, and the kind
that has been used for mauy years, oonoists simply of a
single wire plaoed normal to the wind. “This kind of ln-

—
“strunib%.t”.showh in flgtiho3a responds only to the magnitude
of the velocity. Several schemeo have been euggeuted for
producing hot-wire instrument with directional oharaoter-
iOtloO. One such eaheme is to plaoe two wires very close
together and so obtnin a differential heat 10SS that depends
on the”direotion of the wind- While come Investigators
havercp.orted euooeee with this soheine, the instrument
appear to be diffloult to oonstruot. The writers? experlen~e
has shown that it IS muoh easier from the standpoint of
teohnique to take advantage of the directional oharaoter-
Iotios of a single wire eet at an angle to the wind. Such
wires may be used singly as shown in figure ab or in pairs
an shown In figuree 3C and 3d, When used in pairs the
wires are clone together, but lie in separate parallel
pla?ee. The ~haraotoristios of such instruments are treated
In section VII, and the method of construction is desoribed
In section V. The development and use of hot-wire tn-
etruments has been restricted to the types shown in ilgure
3.

The single wire shown in figure 3a 5s sensitive to u
and is uoed to measure u’ . The sin~le ~lanting wire shown
in figure 3b 1s sensitive to u and v when lying in the
xy-plane and to u and w when lyi~ In the xs-plme, and
Is used in the xy-plane to measure Uv ● It iv pointed out
that so far all experimental work has berm confined to ?he
tw~imensionzl case in which ti% is sero. The pair of
wires intersecting at about 900 shown in figure 30 mmy also
be used to measure E, acd when properly a~nstructed, an
Instrument of this type has oertain advantages over one
with a single slaating wiree The x-wire arrangement shown
in figure 3d differs from figure So only by the smaller
angle of intersection and 1s used so as to be sensitive
only to v when the wires lie in the xpplane and to w
when the wires lie in the x-lane. Tnis instrument. ie
used In the ?espe~tlve planes to measure v’ and W’ m

The measured quantities are therefore u! , v’, w’ ,
and =. It IEJdesirable that these values should pertain
to a point in the boundary I&yer. Aatually, they are avernge~
over the spaoe ooo~pfad EZ the .wires- The wires aro ma~e
short and the arrangement in made oompaot so that the Bpace
oooupled will be #mall oompared to the thloknces of the
boundary layer. In this connection the advantage of a thiok
boundary layer is obvious. The x-arrangement with the wires.

4 —. .
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as olose together as praotlcable is employed in order to
‘ plaoe both wires as nearly as poosible h a region whore

the mean velocity will be the s~me for both. v

The tarlnalent shearing etresa
coeffloient K are obtained from

T.- pim

T and the correlation -

So far, no method has been f’ound for the direst measure-
ment of the mixing length 1. However. on the aseumptlon
of similarity of flow pattern? in turbulent exchange, pro-
poeed by Von K&m& (reference 1), T is everywhere pro- ‘
portional to pza(du/d.y)a; and 81nc@ 2 18 only a re4.-
atlve meaaure of tho eise of the flow pattern, 1 may
Inolude the factm of proportionality and be defined by

T = #(dU/dy)a (3)

Relation (3) involves the additional assumption that the
VISCOUS shearing stress given by UdU /dy may be neglected
in comparison to the turbulent shearing stress. This assump-
tion is vnlid everywhere outside of the lamlnar sublayer.
When dU/dy is known from the measured veloalty distribution,
1 may be calculated by means of equ~tione (1) and (3),

It would, of course, be desirable to measure the poale
of the turbulence by means of the correlation between $Ike
components at different pointm, as has.been done for ~~otroplc
turbulence (referenoe 5). Certain measurements of th~a Bert
appear to be possible, eay with separatq instrument a?
different points, but at present euch measurements are .Te-
garded as problems for future development. Only quantities
that have actually been meaeured are to be considered here.
Theee, it iS thought, are among the more important quantities
needed for the immediate eolution of the turbulent boundary-
layer problem.

—, -. . . .-— .—.. .. . ...
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V. MEW DBSIGMS OF

AED METHOD

11

HOT-WIRM IliSTNJMEkil!CS

0? COMSTRUOTIOH

(a) Oeneral Features of the Mew Design

The instruments shown in figure 3 are the types reoently
developed for boundary-layer inveetlgation, The prongs wtth
the wires attaohed across the tips are shown by a, b, o.
and d. Figure 3e shows a oomplete instrument with the stem
consisting of a l/8-inch %raBs rod 5* Lnohes long by which
the instrument is eupported on a traverelng apparatus, and
the flexible leads attached to eaoh prong by which connect-
ion im made to long leada running to the eleetrioal equip-
ment outside of the tunnel.

These instruments employ tungsten wires 0.00031 inch
in diameter and about 1/16 inoh long. The wires were made
as short as sensitivity requirements would permit with wire
of thin diameter. Smaller diameters would make it possible
to use shorter lengths, but a diameter of 0.00031 inoh
appears to be the smallest commercially available b tungeten
wire at present. The prongs are about 1/2 Inoh in length
and are made from 0.013+inoh phosphor hronse wlro, These
prongs are flexible and supply Bpring tension to keep the
tungsten wires straight and at a fixed angle with respect
to the stem.

The dietinotive feature of theme instmlmente la the Iaee
of tnn~sten wire instead of the platinum wire that was always
ueed on older types, Platinum wire has certain advmnta&ee
over tungsten, such a~ availability in smaller diametere
and higher allowable operating temperatures, but it has ‘rery
much lower tensile strength and cannot be supported under
tenslcn. Platinum wire about 0.0002 Iach in diamster~
drawn by the Wollaston process, was usually employed. W5th-
out tension it was impossible to keep the wires straight
and In a fixed orientation, and as a result the calibration
of the older inetrumants oould not be maintained. !Cungstem
wire permits the use of the necessary teneion and, in addition,
produces a very much more rugged Instrument. As mentioned
in the introduction, platinum wire-s could not be used at all
in the’ open-air wind tunnel where it was impossible to keep
the air clean and entirely free from flylng particles. l%e
two principal difficulties were breakage from oollimlon with
Bolid partioles and the accumulation of dirt on the wire.

——
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Breakage rarely occurs wtth tungsten wire, but the dirt
accumulates just the same, HoweYer, tungsten wires are
tau’f-fialen%-lyrugged to penmit the removal Qf dirt by brush-
ing with a small bruoh.

(b) Method of Att&ohing gungsten Wire

The advantages of the superior strength of tungtaten wire
far application to hot-wire anemometers has been pointed out
by Weeke in referenee 6. However, there has always been one
serious drawbaok to the use of tungsten - namely the dlffioulty
of attaohlng it to prongs or holders. Hhereas platinum w~re
can be readily soldered with ordinary tin-lead solderi no
known solders are entirely satisfmotory for tungsten wire.
Welding 18 a ~oesibility, but it la unlikely that the aYer-
age experimenter will hnve the skill and equipment required.
Weske firflt called attention to the faat thnt electroplating
the wire with a metal that could be moldered made it possible
to use ordinary soldering methods, However, Weskets scheme
of plating a thin layer of platinum over the whole wire has
the disadvantage of increasing the diameter of the wire and
thereby Increasing the lag, A variation of the plating
echeme was therefore tried with the objeot of Plating the
wire only where oontaot was to be made with the prongs.
Bor this purpose a Speoial copper-plating bath was devised
as shown In figure 4. Copper sulphate solution is contained
in two wells separated from each other by an air gap. The
wire is threaded through the holes in the wells as shown,
and solution is then added until the level is slightly
above the holen. If the walln are dry on the outside and
the holes are small, surfaoe tension prevents leakage. WSth
thi~ arrangement two Gopper-plated oe~tions are obtained with
an unplated section in the middle. The middle eeotlan is
used as the hot-wire element, and its length 1s thus definite-
ly defined by the width of the air gap. A microphotograph
of a wire processed in this way 1s shown In figure 4. Any
number of hot-wire elements of equal length may be made up
by merely pulling another portion of wire into place and
repeating the procesm.

Wires prepared an this way were then attaohed to pronge
by soldering with ordinary tin-lead solder and a flux of sino
ohloride eolution to produoe the instruments shown in figdre
3. ~lle a satl~factory meohanloal connection was always
obtained, the electrical connection was at first unsatisf~utcry
because of an erratio ccntaot resistance, In oertain case~
there was no evidence of contaot r~sistanoe for dayn or possibly

..
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weeks, and then for no aeoountable reason a reslstanoe
suddenly appeare~, After much experimentation a taahniqme
was found for making sat+~factory and lasting oonneotions,
which, In essenoe, ~-o-unte~- to plating slowly enough to get
good adhesion between the copper and the tungsten. The
thiokness of the deposit did hot appear to matter, although ‘
It was suspeoted that the differential expansion between
oopper and tungsten might have a tendenoy to break the
oontaot if the copper deposit was thick. A oleam tungsten
surface was obv~ouely to be desired, but no sure method ef
oleanlng wae found. ~ortunately for the me-thod, contact
troubles disappeared when a sufficiently S1O-W plating rate
waa adopted. The eleotrol~te ueed was the same as that
ordinarily used in oopper platlng: 250 grams of orystal-
llsed oopyer sulphate and 75 grams of sulphurlo said per
liter of electrolyte. Aa a precaution agalnat oorromion
from the soldering flux, the wires and pronge were washed
with a coda Bolution,

Regardless of whether the plating is thick or thin, the
plated and unplated portions are well defined, The copper-
plate portions are readily tinned by the colder, and no
solder adheree to the bare tungsten. There is, therefore,
no difiioulty about plnoing the tips of the prongs at the
edge of the oopper and thus definitely defining the length
of the wire,

(c) Temperature Limitation

The only undesil~able property of tungsten wire fOUnd SO
far is ita inability to withstand temperature ~n high as
those withstood by platinum. Tungsten will, of course
oxldlzo iriair at yellow heat, but fine tungsten w:res
apparently deteriorate at considerably lower temperatures.
It has been found that 0.00031-lnoh-diameter wire will wlth-
stnnd temperatures in the neighborhood of 300° C for an in-
definite length of time without ehowing any signs of deterio-
ration or weakening, Above 350° C, the reststanae gradually
increases with time and rupture finally oaaurs. These tem-
peratures are averagee over wires about 1/16 inch long.
Sinoe wires of thie length are considerably hotter in the
middle than nesr the ends, the deterioration probabl~
oocurs In the middle .at come temperature above the a~er~e.
It follow=, therefore, that long~r wires with proportlon~
ntely smaller end effeots will w~thstand higher average .
temperature. The instruments ehown in figure % had
adequate sensitivity for the amplification available with
wire temperature no higher than 250° C.

.,—.—,—..,...—-.-—. .------- --..-— — ..
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While platinum w~re may be run at muoh higher tempera-
tures, even to the point af glowing brightly~ the wire
usually last ed loager aad maiatalaed its oal~brtit ion better
‘wh.eathe temper atuiem wore lesu than 400° 0.

VI. ~LEOTEIOAL EQUIPMMJT

9he eleotrieal equipmoht aaeoalated with the hot-wiro
inst~ents is fuadmmentally the same as that deseribed
ia referenoe 7. 5he general eoheae aluays has been to heat
the wire with a known oonstamt oqrrent and to measure thy
mean voltage and the fluctuating voltage aoross the wire.
5hia la kaown ae aonstant-ourrant operation. S3ac9 the
pu%lioatloa of refereaoe 7, the hot-vlre a~rouits hevo bees
modified by MrO Hook to Inoludo cirouitm for two hot wiree
the ooatrols have bees modified fm greater oonvenienoe of
operatioa, and the equipment generally has been made lighter
aad more portable. The aseembled equipment is showh in
figure 50 where the three basio units are: the amplifier A,
Its power supply B, and the oontrol unit C. All unit~ are

properly shielded internally and externally to prevent piob
up from sttiay eleotrio fields. The oirouit diagramn for
these three ua~ts are mhowa in figuree 6, 7t and 8, The
oiroult diagrams are glvea here maialy to help the reader
to uaderetaad the fuaotioas of the oontrol unit and the
amplifier. ~or those who may wish to construot such eauip-
mento the diagrams wI1l be useful in conjuaotion with the
detailed treatmeate gives ia referenoee 7, 8, 9, aad 10.
Oaly those featurea of the oirouite that determine the
performance of the hot-vire instrument will be disouesed
here. It should be remarked that a radioally different type
of hot-wire otroult desorfbed ia referenoe 11, permitting
oonetant-ternperature operation, la worthy of ooasiileratlon,
etapeolally for highly turbulent flow where the temperature
fluotuatioae with coastaat-~rreat operation may on occ!ataioa.s
exoeed the high-temperature llmit for t~hgsten wire.

(a) Oontrol Uait

The Ooatrol unit ooata~nm, in add~t~oa to the controlq,
the potentiometer and Wheatetoae bridge for measuring our-
reatc mesa voltage, aa~ reeletaaoe8 The various components
are fouad la the oircu~t diagram shows in fignre 6. The
heatiag ourrent is supplied by storage batteries, requiring
from 6 to 12 volts for eaoh wire depeading oa the current.
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Por 0.QO031-inch diameter tungotan wire the ourrent 10
usually no greater than 160 mtlliampereso Separate bat-

teries are used for eaoh wire. The 12-henry ohokes IJ in
baoh ba~tery cirkuit provide enffioient Impeaanoe to afforii
constunt-ourrent operation during ~alooity variations aseO-
ciatea with turbulence. In more preoise terme, the reao- I
tanoe 2mfL together with the ohmio reoistanoe in the oir-
ouit io muffiaient to reduoe ourrent variations to negli-
gible proportion for all frequencies above the out-off fre-
quenoy of the amplifier. ~or dtfferent mean velocities the “
current must be reset manually by means of rheostats. The
&dial deaade voltage aivifler in plaoed in the oirouit ae
potentiometer or tmttlge, aepeniiing on the position of oir-
auit selector Ho. 2. Oirouit seleotor Mo. 1 permits the
operator to meaewe the current through either wire, the
mean voltage aarotam either wire or the mum or the difforenco cf
the voltages across the wires, ana the resistance of either
wire at air temperature or the Hum of the reaimtanceg. An-
other poeition on selector Ho. 2 Impretaees the voltages on
the amplifier, individually or the sum or the difference as
eelected by eelector No. 1. When meaauring reBietance, E12
is thrown in the bridge cirauit to make the bridge ourrent
sufficiently small to prevent heating of the wires. The
leads are alwaya in aeriem with tbe wires, and aorreotion
must always be made for the leads to obtain the resietanoe
of the wires only .or the mean voltage aoroes the wires
only. An alternating voltage is supplied by an osoillatoti
through the aontrol unit for calibrating the amplifier.
This voltage 18 the drop aarosa R9 and ia meafiured by the
thermoelement an~ miaroammeter. The various functions of
thie rather oomplex oontrol unit will be made olear by
traaing the oirouits for various positions of the selectors.

(b) Amplifier

Sinoe thq voltagem may be aombined in the control unit
when the reHponee of two wires iB to be obtained a5multane-
mely, only one amplifler 10 necenwaryg !Che circuit dia-
gram of the amplifier ie shown in figure 7. Bleatrioally,
this amplifier may be desaribed aa a 7-etage aapaoitanoe-
oompeneatea amplifier. The purpose of compensation is to
obtain an ampli”fiaation Inareaaing with frequano~ in the
same manner as the fluctuating voltage aorosm a hot wire
deareaOee with frequency. As will be shown in section VII,
this characteristic of a hot wire, known ae lag, may be e-
pressed in terms of a time obnstant M, whloh varies with
the sise of the wire and the operating conditions,

-. ,,,., ,.. , --),-*.--A-. .m,,
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Eor a harmonic velocity variation of constant amplitude
the ratio of the voltage fluctuation aoross the wire at fre-
que~ . f to the voltage fluctuation at sero. frequency 16
given by

.1
—

.———

d 1 + 4wafaMs”

The input to the amplifier therefore decreases an frequency
Increaees, in aceordanoe with the above-ment~oned relation.
If the input voltage to one of the stages is made proportional
to

r ————-.
1 + 41Taf=H=

the final result Is an output Independent of frequenoy. Un-
der proper oonditlons as described in reference 8, thie may
be done with a load reactance coneistlng of inductance and
realetanae or capacitance and reaietance. In the Fresent
amplifier capacitance ~nd re~iatanca are ueod ae shown under
“time conetant selector n In the circuit diagram. In hhita
caOe the time constante are C9 tiueg R12, C8 t~mes R12, and
so forth~ giving values of M Ot O.col, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004,
0.005, and also O eecond. Por proper compensation the time
conetant shou3d be set to the same values a~ the time con—
stant for the wire. When the timo conetant for the wire falls
between the settings provided, as it ufiually doee, readinga
must be taken for two settings and the correct remult obtained
by interpolation.

The design of the amplifier wae diatated largely by the
impedancp requirement for the capacitance type of compensa-
tion (reference 8) and by the over-all frequency characterie-
tica desired. The ideal ~oapeneated am~llfier Is one that
worka in conjunotlon with a hot wire to give an output truly
repreaentatlve of all freouenclea present in turbulent flow.
Ihe present amplifier has an error of lees than 2 percent
between 10 and 2000 cyclee per second vith the error inorens-
Ing to 10 percent at 6000 cycles per adoond. The error below
I!@%ysles per second has not been experimentally determined”
but the amplification begins to drop with decreasing frequency
due to the characteristic low-frequenep cut-off of reqiatance-
capacity coupling. Aocording to the valuea of Ri and 01,
the output voltage at 1 cyol~ per seoond is reduoed to about
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‘/0peraent of that at frequencies above 10 cycles per sooond.
As @hewn by Dryden in reference 10, theme frequency charao-
ter.iatic~ are satiafaotory for measurements of fluctuations
ordlnar~ly encountered in Isotropic turbulence. The fre-
quenoy distribution in turbulent boundary layers ie not known
and probably varies in different parts of the layer. It Is
believed, however, that the amplifier is Sust as satisfac-
tory for measurements in turbulent boundary layers as In
fields of isotropla turbulemoe if the proportion of the tur-
bulent energy lying below 10 cycle6 per second Is the same
in the two oases.

Other features of the ampllfier are evident in the olr-
cult diagram. The gain control permits the amplification to
be varle~ over wide limite. A phase inverter and balanaed
output are used to prevent direot current from flowing through
the thormoelements. Thus only the alternating current pro-
duced by the fluotuatlng hot-wire voltage Is read on the out-
put meter. The amplifier IS calibrated by reading the output
meter with known input voltages. An unknown mean-squaro in-
put voltage may then be determined from the output meter read-
ing. The ‘eyefl (6E6) givee a rough indication of the reading
to be expected and ie used to enable the operator to ~udge
whether he is likely to burn out the fuse, and poesibly the
thermoelements, when depressing the key.

(c) Power Supply

By means of the dual power supply shown in figure 8, the “
amplifier Is cperated completely on 115-volt, 60-c~cle cur-
r ent. The power-eupply circuit ira conventional except for
the voltage-regulator oireuits lying to the right of the fil-
ter circuits. Tho voltage regulator eervee two purpoees,
~lrst it holds the output voltage practically oonetant r-
gardleas of reasonable changes in load and input voltnge to
the un3t. Seoondly, because of ite regulating aotiont It
aata as an efficient filter circuit, and also causes the
power supply to appear to have a very 10V Internal resistance.
Slnoe the requirements to be met by a watisfaatory powbr sup-
ply are treated in det.all in reference 7, no further diecue-
s~on ie given here.
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VII. CHARACTERISTICS Or HOT WIRES AND THEORY

-.
OB’HOT-WIRE-MEASUREMENTS

The relation between the air velocity normal to a
heated wire and the rate of heat loss ae given by King (ref–
erence 12) is

(4)

where the ter~s D1 and 5’1 depend on the thermal conduc-
tivity, density, and specific heat of the air and the dlmen–
slons of the wire as shown in reference 12. Owing to the
methods of using hot wires in boundary-layer investigations,
ill and I’l may be regar&ed ks cr)n~tants.. When tbe wire IS
heated by an electric current i, the bent Iu supplied at
the rate i2R, ~~~ere R la the resistance of the wire nt

temFerBture Y. The temperature head T - Tn Im

Under equilibrium
equal to the rate
nay be written

at which heat is suFplied, and souation (4)

(5)

Equation (5) is the usual f~rm of the relation used in hot-
wire anemometry. Equation (5) is found to hold true over a
wide range ~f velocities.

In the expreeslons to follow It will be convenient to
dl~regard the distinction between mean ounntlties and instan–
taneous quantities. In the few crises where a distinction Is
necessary, aFproFrlate symbols will be used. The usual dls–
ti~ction between mean ouantitles and fluctuations still will
be made.

AS previously mentioned, the control unit has been de–
signed for constant-current operation, which means that i

,
.
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ia constant. Yor convenience, the conBtant terms in equation
(5) are inaluded in the oonstante on the right, an~the equa-
t-ion-if!l-written .. - -... .,,@!-

P .2K’
.L R
.— J_= D + @ U (6)
It-R*.

R
Equation (6) expreeees the relation between ——

R - Ra
and U

for a-%lven wire heated with a given oo~;tant current. The
valta~e 1 acr.oes the wire 18 simp;y and Is the quan-
tity usually obserwed rathur than , Th~ obser~atlons are

R
usually expressed in terms of — beoause of the linear

R- R~

relation between this quantity and ~U-.

ilquation ((3) is found to h~ld true regardless of the
angle between tho axis of the wire and the wind, The oon-
stant 3’, howevor, dopcnds en the angle. When the voltage
la observed fcr various augl.em between the axla cf the wire
nnd the wind at fixed value~ of U, E 10 fcund to vary SB

R
6hown in figure 9. When ~ ie calonlated from the volt-

.%
age and the meaeured R and is plottod againet q,

?0 are obtained.
the

Ourvee 6howm in figure If ae eeemn logioal,
the heat loea ia a function of %hfl oompcnont sf the velooit~
normal to tho wire, the general form of equation (6) should
be

R
In ordor to teet thie relation, —- ifaplatted againet

fi sin ? as shown in figure ll.R ~fR~quation (7) ie valid,
all pointe should lie on a sln@e straight line, The line is

reasonably etraight above fi~ = 4. The fact that not “

all the points lie on the same ilne is attributed to an accu-
mulation of dirt on the wire ae the run progreeeed. Equation
(7) therefore may he regarded as a reaeonabl good approxima-
tion over the linear .rango. Slnoe equation t6) ie valid ovor
a wide range of velooitiee~ the iinear range in figuro 11



depends on the value of q. If q lles between 20° and 90°9
the curve is linear for all values of U sin ~. It should
‘be noted thatt when q Is constant, the ourve is always linear
regardless of the value of v, for then equation (7) reduces

to the form of equation (6) with V +&-Iri-q taking the place
of the constant F in equation (6). However, separate linear
curves are. obtained for eaoh value of cp “below 20°.

When the velocity varies either in magnitude or direo.-
tion, the voltage across the wire varies. The instantaneous
velocities may he regarded as a superposition of u, v, and
w, on the velooity U. Since v and w are by definition
at right angles to U, those two fluctuations, If they are-
small compared to U, produce only a variation in the local
direction of the stream. The angle variation, expreosed In .
radians, for a wire lying In the xy-plane Is v/u and for a
wire lying in the xz.-mlane is w/UP Thus

(xz-plane) Acp = ~ \
t

(g)

J

It is assumed thnt u, v, and w are small ccnpnred
to U, and therefore that the voltage fluctuations associat-
ed with u, v~ and w are proportional to U@ v, and w
and may be eq?rossed by

\

,.,
e3 = w>,

i
I

\

!
I
.

(9)

The corresponding root-mean-oquare values are written

i

i
(10)

In equations (9) mnd (10) the voltages are assumed to be the

.

.-

.

. .
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9

voltages properly compensated for the lag of wire: that ier
they are determined from the output of a properly compensated
amplifier. .Whpn~roper compensation is used; A anil B
may be evaluated by the aid of equatton (7)”. In ather words,
oompensatlon for the lag of the wire makes it potaslble to
apply equilibrium relations even though the equilibrium eon-”
dltlon assumed Sn equations (5], (6), and (?) may not aotu-
ally exist.

Inasmuoh as relations (9) are assumed, *t iB Permissible
to regard the fluctuating voltagee, angles, and velocities,
represented by e, Am u, v, and w, respeotiyely, as
dlfferentlale and evaluate A and B by differentiating
equation (7). If ld~ is regarded ae e, au as U, and
UilCp ae y or w in equations (8) and (9),

Differentiating (7) with resyeot to U, regarding v as con-
etanb yields,

.

and

A .- m (R-Ra)a
2n “ Ra

(11)

Differentiating (7) with reepeet to ql , regarding U as
c~natut yields

m~l I II -— Im ll—. — ..— . . .
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B= _ ir Oosy (R-%)” (12)
2 Ju Sinp Ita

-. . ...-.

The fact that A and B are negative -mea-ne simply that th6”-
voltages in equations (9) decreaeo as U* Vo” and w
Increa=e.

The methoa of evaluating the aonetants A and B and.the
manner in which they are used will be eonstdered in conneo-
tlon with eaah of the quantltiea to be determined.. The
pu~pose of the different arrangements of wires shown in
ftgure 3 la to obtain Instruments that will meaBure one com-
ponent at a time; for example, measure u~ without contami-
nation from ii?, v’, and w’ * cr measure ~t while ex-
oluding u’ * m, and WI, and so forth. This oan he done
more easily in come cases than in others, and in all cases
the ideal can be approached only when u, T, and W be-
come small with respect to U. Regardle8e of the type of
Instrument, the separation of components is possible only
Insofar ae variations in q are independent of u and
variation in U are independent of v and w. Thie again
requires that u, Y, and w be small oompared to U..

(a) Determination of us

For the measurement of u~ the wiro ie plaoed normal to
the wind and parallel to the surface producing the boundary
layer. The angle CP is then 90° and A and B as given by
equations (11) and(12) become

A=-ir
(R - RR)= “

afl Ra

\
(13)

BI=O J

Thus aooording to equations (10)

&r (~Ea)8 u,ezJ =. (14)
~ fi— E=

and eal and I are sero, The relations nhow that this
instrument is u~~sitive to u and inaeneitive to v and w,
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Solving (14) for U? and dividing by u gfves

23

-. ..-al=- 2 Ea tta’. . .--
u i 3’ @T%Ea)’ -

(15)

All quantities on the right of equation (15), with the ex-
oeption of Y, are determined at eaoh’ point where -ut/u

is being measured. !Che oonstant F ts determined for the
particular wire u6ed by plaoing the instrument in the free
stream and measuring the mean voltage E at several values
of the velooit~ U at the looation of the wire. The quan-

tity A- is then oaloulated and plotted against u to
E-aa

obtain a calibration curve as shown in figure 12. The slope ,
of this ourve is Y, since q = 900. The current i rilust
not only be constant during a runs but must be the same for
the calibration as for the determination of ul/uo

It is well to see how, and to what extent, a single
wire normal to the wind with Its axis in the xz-plane re-.
spends to u and not to v and w. Sinoe the wire has
cylindrical symmetry, the only way in which v can chang-e
the rate of heat loss is through changes In the renultant
veloclt~ by vector addition with U, The error in a measure-
ment of ul/u arising from v is small until v/u becores
qu$te large, and when this is the case, the type of error
&iscussed in section IX is so large by comparison that the
error arising from v becomes Insignificant. The w-fluctu-
ations also change the resultant velocity, but do not change
the normal component. Since it has been shown that the heat
lees depends only on the normal component, no error arises
from w regardless of the size of w/u.

(b) Determination of Turbulent Shearing Stress.

Acoording to equation (1) the determination of turbulent
shearing stress Involves the measurement of W?. For this
purpoee, use is made of either the single slantln wir~
shown in figure 3b, making an angle 6cp of about 5° to the wind,
or the x-wires shown in figure 3c, set approximately 900
to each other and each making about 45° to the wind. The
manner in whloh these vires are used is illustrated in “
figure 13. Consider first the single wire, first in position
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I and then rotated lgOo about an a;is in line vith the
wind to position II. Figure 9 shows that the voltage de-
creaOeO a8 U and q inorease. Therefore in position I,

.-+U and-. +v, WA iiefined in figure 13, both decrease the
voltage: and the resultant voltage change is the sum of el

and e= in accordance with equations (9). In position II

+U decreases the voltage while +V Increasee the voltage,
and the resultant voltage is the difference between ez snd

ea. As previously explained, the mean-square of the result-

ant voltage fluctuation may be determined from the output
meter reading of the compensated amplifier. If the mean-
square resultant for position I is denoted by a mnd the
mean-square resultant for position II is denoted by b,

-.——..—

a= (-e~ - e~)a , b . ~el+e~)a

From equations (9)

a= (~A;u - @ = A1auz+2A1B1;;+B1;i (16)

b= (-AIIu + B1lV); = A1laU% -2A11 B1l~v+BI1;; (17)

where subscripts 1 and II refer to the value of the constants
for positions I and II, rcsnectively.

In using the wire, a and b are determined in positions
I and II, care being taken to make the 1800 rotation from
one position to the other about an axis through the center
of the vire and along the average wind direction. ‘Jhen
rotated in this way, there is no chanfle In the nvera~e value
of Cpm If, in addition, the average condition of the bound-
ary layer remains the same, equations (11) and (12) show
that A1 = AII = A and B1 = B1l = B. Under these con-
ditions-the sum and difference of eauations (16) and (17)
beoome

—
a + b = 2(AaW? + B%z) (1!3)

a- b= 4 AB U% (19)

i

\
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~rcm equations (1) and (19) is found

~= p (a-b)

4 AB

26

(20)
,

where, aooording to equations (11) and (12),

i%= (R-Ra)4 Oosql
AB = (21)

4U Ran

Ail the quantities on the r~ght of equations (20) and (21),
except. cp and ~, are detexmlned at eaoh point where T
in being determined. Acoording to equation (7), F is tho
slope of the straight portion of the ourve In figure 11,
and ~ itadetermined from calibration curves of this kind. The

when the wire is set at the proper angle, and, finding the

slope of the Ow-ve which 1s equal to B J__
—

minq .

Aemeationgd shove, the x-wire arrangement may be used
in place of the single wire for the measurement of shearing
Otres~. If the wires are now labeled I and II as shown in
figure 13, the same relations apply a~ for positions I and
II, The 180° rotati~n is unnecessary; hut in order for tho
condition AI ~ A1l = A and B~ = B~I = B to apply,

the wiree mumt be identical and each must Bubtend the sane
angle to the wind. When the wires are prepared by the
electroplating method demoribed in section T, 1% 18 not
diffioult to obtain matched viree. Calibration wI1l show
whether the wires are Sufficiently well matched to be usable,
and equal voltagee aaroee the wires will Indtcate the proper
setting for the instrument to plaoe the w:.reo I and II at
equal angles to the wind. The angle cp la half the angle
subtended by the wires and may be determined By direot
meaeuroment.

In the earlier type of instrument using platinum wires
it vaO diffioult to obtain two wlreB Huffioiently alike to .
uae the xvire for shearing stress, and e-oneequently tho
early measurements were all nade with singlo slanting wlrem.
The 1800 rotation of the wire iEIa troublogome foaturc of
this method, not so much beoauBe of mechanical complications,
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but because of the difficulty of passing the axis of rotation
through the midpoint of the wire. It Is seldom DOSS~b19 to
av.old..s,omq.amount- ?f displacement to and from the surface
in rotating from ons’-poa~tiozi to the other. This difficulty
is avoided with the x-wires, and the instrument support
system may be simplified by the elimination of a rotation
mechanism. The disadvantages of the x-wire are that the
instrument is more diffioult to construct even when tungsten
wires are used and two wires must hold their calibration
instead of one. An accident to either wire puts the ln-
strumont out of service.

(c) Determination of Correlation Coefficient

The correlation coefficient K 10 defined by equation

(2). Since K involves u—v, u’ and vI, its evaluation
depends on the measurements of these three quantities.
There are in fact three wars to evaluate .X, .111 three being
interrelated but involving Ui and vi in different ways.
Because of experimental errors, the three methods, that
should yield Identical results, will in general produce three
somewhat different values of K. It is tharefore advisable
to label them Kl, K=, and ~ to c.rre~~or.d to the first,

second, and third method.

The first method depends mainly on the results obtained
in the measurement of shearing stress. Equation (lq) is
solvbd for V1 and equation (19) is solved for TH. !l?hen
it follows that

“ ‘E==
a-b

liV=——
4AB

where by definition u’ and

If (22) in multiplied by UI
there Is obtained

(22)

(23)

rand ~ ,

the result,

. (d+)
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may be caltaulatedfrom the dath taken h connection
with a determination of shearing stress togethbr with an
I-nq?pendently measured walue of u’ .

.. -

The seoond expression for the correlation ooefflcient
is obtained byd.ividhg equation (19) by (18) and solving for

-/u’w’ ● It is found that

Aa ~3 V!
——

()

a-bKa.—
Bavl+~

—.
a+b ~

aB

(25)

Here the data taken in connection with a determination cf
shearing otreea sre uged in euoh e way that only the ratio
of the constants A and 3 and the ratio of ut to Vf
enter into the expression fcr the correlation aoeffiolent.
In this ease both u! and vi must be determined by
independent measurement,

E’inally: by solving equation (19) for = and dividing
by U! and v’ it is found that

.
-bK3 = L—

4AB Ulvl

or by equation (20)

T
K3=-——

pu’v’

(26)

(27)

AS shown by equation (27), the third method amounts simply
to using the measured shearing stress and the independently
measured Ui and v’ ●

Calculation of the oorrelatlon ooeffiolent by all three
methods affords a oheok on the aocuraoy of the measurements,
Oomplete agreement oan searoely be expeoted, and there is
probably a best value depending on the acouraoy with which
the varioue terme are known. As noted, Ka involve only
the ratios u’/v’k and A/B. Aocording to equations (11)
and (12)

A
-Y = ta~ (28)
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and therefore A/B is less eubjeot to error than A und
B separately. -en q a 460, the percentage error in
t&nq ‘ir a-minimum for an error In -~ . Fnrthermor e,

aooordlng to equation (25) no error in” Ka results “from
an error in UI /~1 when A/B = VI /ut . S3noe ~1 ful ~~

not greatly different from unityo the optlmu conditions
appear to be

A/B w ta~ = 1, q=46
o

It la eonoluded ther~fore that K= is probably the best
value of the correlation ooeffloient. On the other hand,
only K3 ‘will be oons$stent with the meaOured valuea of
T, UI and v’ 9 If the difterenoe between Ka and K=
is significant, the least oertaln of the quantiti.ea T,
u’ , and vt should be derived from equation (~’?)using
Ka. In this way the best oonsietent set of reeulte will
he obtained.

So far it hBs been asaumed that a slanting wire or an
x-wire in the xy-plane is insensitive to w, On the aver-
age there is no flow aorous the xy-plane by definition of
this plane. At any instant, however, the flow makee an
angle with the -plane given by Wfu. In order to see how
well the assumption im Juetified it ia neoessary to find out
how much of a ohange w/U produces in the angle between the
wire and the wind. If the angle Wp lo denoted by A*
and the instantaneous angle between the wire and the wind

by ~i o it is found from geometrical relations that

sin qi E oosp ~einaAV + tanaq (29)

It is seen from equation (29), for example when v = 45°,
that A* must exceed 0.176 radian or 10° before

%fx 0! ‘q)
Is greater than 1°. The smallnees of the

p 1s the reason for assuming that wires in the
x-lane are insensitive to w. Just how large w/u may
beoome before this assumption ie no Ion#er justified 1s
diffioult to estimate ~eoal~ee of the aiatorted nature of
the voltags fluctuation reeulting from w.

In two-dimensional flov there ie no error from w in
the measured shearing stress beaause of the faot that w lo
not correlated with u or v. Whether or not there is an
error Zn the measured correlation coefficient depends on
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the effeet of v and w in the measurement of Uc and
of u and w in a Ineaeureqent of vt . It has alrea&y
.b8en. shown that the qffgq-t of v and w .is negligible in
a measurement of u’ ● The effeot of u and w in the
measurement of Vt will be considered preeantlys

(d) Determination of YI and ~1

Au far aa the theory ie conoerned, ther~ in no differ-
ence between the measurement of v’ and The >wire
instrument is used in both oasee - in the xy-plane for V1
and in the x$-plane for w’ ● Therefore the relations for
~1 will be derived~ and the same relations hold true for
v’ .

Eigure 13 illustrates the po~ition of the wires for a
measurement of v’ . Whereas for the measurement of shearing
atreBe, the mean-mquaro voltagea, denoted by a and b,
vere determined for the wires separately, now the mean-square
resultant voltage itadetermined for the pair. In other words,
the voltage across the pair is impressed on the amplifier
and only the re~ultant is measured. This Is Illustrated ae
follows: Referring to figure 13, let -el - ea, an defined
by equation (9)0 be the voltage across wire I and -el + Oa
be the voltage acronO wire 11, The mean-square resultant
voltage when added Is

a=

[

(-el-ea)l + (-el+ea)ll’
‘a J (30)

and when subtracted ie

Oba =
[ 1

(-e,-ea)l - (-e~+ea)xl a (31)

Aooording to equations (9), using oonstanta AI and Bz for

wire I and AII and ‘II for wire 11,
(31) become

equatlona (30) and
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a

‘a = ‘Iaua+ ‘Iava+ ‘IIaua+ ‘I Iava+ 2AIBI- + 2AIAIIua

(32)
% —

-2A1B11= + 2B1A11~ - 2B1B11V - 2A11B11uv

—

<
E (—AIU - BIV + AIIU - BI1vja

—
B11av8 + (33)

When AI = A1l = A and B1 = ‘II = B, (32) and (33)

rehaoe to

i

1

ea = 4A~~ (34)

—

eb a = 4Bava (36)

‘1Thus, in aocomdance with equat~ons (11) and (12), when the
two vlree are identical and each euhtende the mame angle to

J the wind, ~
a

measure of F.

not subtend the

mixture of p,

is a measure of = only and eba Ie a

men the two vises are not identical or do
same angle to the wind, the result is a

p, and m, Equation (54) ehowe that the

L
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! ~wlre Instrument may be used to measure u’ , but due to
.. the possibility of obtaining a mixture of components, the

1

single wire normal to the wind ie prefermbleo In order to ,
,.. -lesoen.thepossibility of a mixture--of dornpone-nt”e1% the

meafaurement of
lmv~;d~ l;~mm&n1~59er ‘ban

A; that iB,
“the angle v .

I..
Hhile the foregoing relatione are useful to illustrate

how the oharacteristi~e of individual wires can be oombined
to produce an instrument sensitive to w, theee relations,
as ~uoh, are not used to determine v’. In praotice it la
unnecessary, as WO1l aO too laborioue to determine the
constants B for the Individual wires, Instead, the sum
and the difference of the mean voltage aoross the pair of
wires are determined as a funation of velocity ancl angle,
and in this way a calibration ourve is obtained for deter-
mining vi/u from the root-mean-square voltage fluctuation
direotly. The basic for this procedure ie illustrated by
the performance oharaoteristics given in figuree 14 and 15.

~igure 14 showe the mean voltagem aa meanured on the
potentiometer for wires I and II aO a funotion of angle
between the stem of the instrument and the wind at a veloolty
of 124 feet per second. The difference voltage Eb, alao
measured on the potentiometer, is ehown by the broken ourve.
It Is seen that while the ourvee for the wiree Individually
are far from linear in the neighborhood of %ero angle, Eh

is praetioall~ linear with angle over a range of 30°. Th:
reclprooal of the slope indicates the seneitivlty of the
pair of wires to v. When the slope is expreened in terms
of volte per radian and ie denoted by AEb

●

there exi~ta
the simple relation

{
.

\
where J%= ie determined from the compensated output

I
readtng of the amplifier and AEb in determined by cali-
bration. The oallbration oonslets of determining ABb at

various velocities. A eal~bration curve ehown In figure 15
is obtained by plotting AEb agalnet R /l?-Ra for the pair
of wtres. This affords a convenient means for obtaining
AEb without having to know the mean velocity at each point
in the boundary layer..

. . .- -- —. . —.- — — -
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In use, the proper angle for setting the instrument is
found by making m~ sero regardlemn of the angle between
the stem of the instrument and the wind. If the ●tem is
out of allnement with the wind, for examplet 50 as shown
in figure 1.4,the two wires are not set at the same angle “
with reopect to the stem or the wires are Imperfectly matohed.

The voltage fluctuation produoed by w ie removed as a
potential souroe of error in the measurement of VS beoause
the subtraotlon indicated In equation (S1) Is macle before
squaring. In other words, if equation (29) were used to
find AT , a positive Aq would be found for both wiresc
and there would be no net effeot on the difference voltage.

The effeot of u in a measurement of VI may be
found quite simply by considering that v is assumed to be
Vp when actually It is

*U ●

Then aotually v/u*u Is

being measured or approximately

-~ (l - ~’u \+u)

when M Is small oompared to 1. The root-mean-equare value
u

of this expression Is

~t

( ii=— 1+1/2G
u )

approximately (37)

~rom this expression the error In Y’/u may be found. If,
for example, u~/u is 0.5, the measured YI/u IS too high
by 4* percent.

( e) Hot-wire Lag

Be~ause of the heat oapaoity of the wire, a oertain time
is required for the wire temperature to reaoh equilibrium after
a change hae ooourred In the rate of heat loss accompanying
a change in magnitude or direotion of the wind. If Te - 4
is small oompared to E - Ta, the relation between the instan-

taneous temperature T and the equilibrium temperature Te
lo given by
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(38)

------ . .. . . .- *..,.. --
where M 1s termed%he time oonstant! The solution of (38)

oongiete of a tranf31ent term exp
()-i’

and a

periodic term, if Te ia periodic. Since the traneient

term soon beaomes negligible, only the perlodia term will be
considered. As shown in referenqe 9, if the temperature
variation is periadio vith frequency f, the temperature
variations and eorreeponding voltage ~ariatione are reduced
in amplitude below that for zero frea.uenoy by the fa~tor

1.

J

—.
1 + 4 =afa~a (39)

and lag in phase by the angle

Y = tan-l 2 wfH (40)

With regard to the irregular wave form of turbulent
fluctuations, which results from a superposition of many
frequenoiee, (39) and (40) mean that the voltage fluctuation
from eaoh component frequency is reduced in the ratio of 1 to

1 + 4 lTafW2 and lnge in phase by the angle Y.
Consequently the wave form of the voltage across the wire
fails to reproduoe the wave form of the turbulence.

The expreselon for M ie derived in reference 9 for the
oaee where the heating ourrent ie constant and is given ae

~ = 4.18 ma ( E-Ra )

ia Ra Roa

where

m mass of the wire

0 spet!ificheat of the material of tho wire

(41)

4.18 meohan3aal equi~aleat of heat, Joulee per calorle
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In referenoe 10 an ezpreeeion for M te derived for the
more general ease in ;hich the heating current varies with
the resistance of the wire. However only oon~tant-ourrent
operktion ‘and-”therefore equation-(-41--\--villbe considered here.

As a matter of convenience, the terme on the right of
. equation (41) are separated into those that depend on the
wire and-those that depend on the operating conditions, Equa-

i
I tion (41) then becomes
--

(
,

M=Mc R-Ra
la Ha

(42)

R -R
where M= depends on the wire and ~ depends on operat-

ia Ra

ing oondltlons. According to equation (41) M= 10 given by

4.18 ma 4.18 n= E4 P~s
xc a — . = — (431

R. a uo a

where

r radiua of the wire

%
deneity of material of the wire

so reaietlvity of the material of the wire at 0° C

If Me IS known, M may be calculated by equation (42)
for any working con~ition. While it is possible in prinoiple
to oalculate M

f
by equation (43) from the radius of the wire

and the propert es of the material, there are two reasons why
it IIInot feaaible to do so. rlrst, it 3s difficult to measure
r with the aocur~oy required by the fourth-power relation; and
seoond, equation (41) is not strictly valid for short wires
because of end effects. The expression Mc is therefore

b determined by measuring the lag of samples of the wire under
known operating conditions on an apparatus which vibrates the
hot wire in a steady alr stream at various known frequencies.
Several experimental Talues of M= for tungsten wire with a
nominal diameter of 0.00031 Inch are as fallows:

& 1 mm—m mm , ,,,- . ,. ..—
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Wira length

(mm)
., .. . ... .“-”.. . . —.

1.1

2.6

3

The ralue of Me

263X lr~.

604 %10-7

889

366

calculated bv equation (43) is

It will be observed that the experimentally determined
M. increases with decreasing wire length; whereas, accord-
ing to equation (43), Mc should be independent of wire
length. Thie effect IS due to the oonduatlon of heat from
the ends of the wire to the prongs, which is not taken into
acoount In the derivation of equation (41). Because of this
additional heat loss, a greater ourront 1s requlre~ to pro-
duce a given temperature rhe than would be requlre3 other-
wiaem This leads to the conclusion that the principal effect

R-Ra
of wlrs length appears in the quantity — , used to

la Ra

calculate Me in a lag determination; and this conclusion is

borne out by the experimental results which show that ?!
iz Ra

ohangee with wire length rather than M itself.

R-ReWhen the wire IE used to measure turbulence, _

is Ra

is found for each determination, and M is calculated b~
equation (42) with the value of M. for the wire length used.
The calculated time constant is found to be about the same
for short wires ae for long wires. Unfortunately this does
not mean that the procedure ie” entirely correct, anti it la 7

thought that end effects introduoe some uncertainty in the ~
e,rhluation of the time constant. Since the uncertainty in-
areaaea with decreasing length-diameter ratio, wire of OwO~O’31-
Inoh diameter ie not regarded ae eatiefactory in len~the lese
than about 1.6 milllmetera. .

J /

“i f.,

., , ,. , # , , ,. ,. - . .. , .. . .—--- -..—
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In moat applications M is uEually betveen 0.001 and
O.OO2 second. This is well within the range cf time constants
provided in the amplifier.-- ...- .,, ..- -. .L

In oases where the sum or difference of instantaneous
voltages ie taken, as in the determination of V1 and w’ ,
it Is Importaut that both wires have the same time oonstant
in order that there shall be no difference in phase introduced.
This IS another reason for having the wires an nearly identioal
aa possible and operated at the same mean angle and velooity.

VIII. APPLICATIO~ OP HOT-WIRrn IZiSTRUMHW!S AMD RRSULTS

Yollowlng the development and study of new instruments
and methods, measurem!mte of U12V’, Wf , and E were made
in the turbulent boundary layer along the wall shown In figures
1 and 2. The results obtained so far are far from being suf-
flolently aomplete to make a significant contribution to turbu-
lent boundarplayer theory. They are given here mainly ag ex-
amples of the kind of i-esults obtainable.

Prior to undertaking work with hot-wire instruments, the
pressure distribution along the surface was measured and the
position of the separation point was determined, A oertain
amount of preliminary work had to be done to obtain two-
dlmensional flow over the after portion of the wall and to
obtain a straight and well-defined line of separation, The
final pressure dietrtbutioa and separation point at a Reynolds -
number RN. of 15.3 mllllon is shown in figure 16. Attention
in called to the region of adverse pressure gr~dient near the
leading edge and to the occurrence of transition therein. Thi8
oonditlon reeulted from the high affective angze of attack and
the small radlua of ourvature of the leadlng edge. The turbu-
lence of the free stream waa frond %0 be closely isotropic
with an intensity of about 1/2 percent.

Mean velocity distributions through the toundary layer
were determined at the same Reynolds number by traversing
normal to the eurface with a small pitot-statio tube mounted
on the traversing ayparatus and support system shown in figure
1. From suoh dietributione, obtained at many mtatlona along
the surfaoe, 8, 8*, e, and H were found.b

The velooit~ distributions showed certain anomaliea near
the reparation point that are believed to 00 due to an effeot
of turbulence on the pitot tube. Effeats of thlg sort appear
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in the results of other investigators (reference 13). r or

thie reaaon it 18 planned to redetermine some of the velocity
di-strlbutions at the same time Ut measurements are madet.
sinctethe Earnohot=wir~ instrment wrerves both-purposes.
The velooity dietributione determined so far by the hot wire
are shown in figure 17. Yhe .velouity dltatributions are an
important adjunot to turbulence data for a number of pur-
posee, oue being to oaloulate mixing length by equation (3].

The results that demonstrate the application of hot-
wlre Instrument are given in figures 19S 20V 219 and 22.
~he mean velocit~ ~ontours and the boundarplayer thlokness,
shown in figure 18, are Included here along with figures 16
and 17 to show the kind of boundary layer in whioh the turbu-
lence measurements were ma~e. The measurements were made at
RN = 15.3 million. All these curvee were obtnined by taking
observations at varioue distnnceft from the eurface with the
traversing device shown in figure 1. A description of th:.s
device wI1l be omitted here, partly beonuse the manner of
traversing is incldent%l to the Inveetlgation and partly b-
oause the remot~oontr~l feature of the device has not proved
to be entirely satisfactory for hot-wire work. Howeverl the
support system and traversing devioe shown in figure 1 satie-
fied an important oondition that must be met by any system -
namely, that at should not alter the condition of the boundary
layer at the position of the hot wire. It is remarked thmt
complete remote control is attended with considerable diffi-
culty due to the requirement that the lnstrumente must be
kept in proper alinement with the mean wind in the measure
ment of v’ , m, and w’ . Traversing iS therefore a matter
that must be worked out to meet particular needs.

.?
Figure 19 shows the distribution Of ui/u3) v’/u~, and

w’/ul through the boundary layer at X ~ 17113 feet. rlg-
ure 20 gives the d$etribution of friction ooefflcient of

for the same poeition. The friction ooefficlent 1s obtained
from the shearing stress by the following relation:

Cf
.—Z-=*

1/2 p Ula U2

b

The 100al akin friction ooeffla~.er)t To/1/2pu1a, estimated
from the momentum equation (reference 13) te indicat~d an the .
figure. The limits indioate the uncertainty in the local skin

-.
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friction at this point. Theoretically, the turbulent shear-
ing mtresB should decrease In the lamlnar eublayer and actu-
ally fall to zero at the surface. Beyond the lamlnar sub-
layer-bt still .olose to t.ke-sur-f-aeet-he turbulent shearing
stresB uax be expeoted to agree with To . This appears to .
be the ease, sinae the points nearest the surface are well
outside of the laminar sutilayer. l!he oorrelat~on aoeff~aients
calculated by the three different methods (equations (24},(25),
and(27)) are given in fignre 21. Ooeffiaiente KI and Ka

agree, but Ka is about 17 peraent above the other two. This
difference, whioh indioates experimental error, has not yet
been accounted for. More observations are necessary before
it is poeaible to decide whlah of the quantitlee ~, u! , or
~1 is least aertain and thereby mnke use of the proaedure
suggested in section VII for obtaining the best aonslstent
set of results.

Xigure 2,2 shows the distribution of ur/u Rt eeveral
stations in the region of adv~rse pressure gradient, It will
be noted that the ordinates hare are the ratio of u? to
the mean loaal velocity Instead of the mean velooity at the
outer edge of the layer. This method of presenting the re-
sults Is ueei’ul when It la desirable to know whether or not
the fluatuatlons are small a~mpared to the mean local veloaity.
This sub~eat will be aonsldered In the following section.
Figure 22 shows that Ui /u Inareaaes progressively a8 z in-
creaOee . No turbulence measurements hqve yet beeu made beyond
x - 22 feet.

IX, ERRORS WHEN FLUCTUATIONS ARE NOT SMALL

It will be reaalled that u, v, w small compared to U
was a basic assumption in the development of the equations in
seation VII. The results in figure 22 may well raise doubts
about the smallness of these uantities in a turbulent bounda-
ry layer, Beyond a doubt Ut%J will oontinue to increase as
the separation point at X8 = 25.7 feet Is approached, and
just how high the value will go is not known. The components
Vlp and wl/u and the shearing etress have been determined
only at x . 1* feet, but it is reasonable to assume that
these teo will inarease with x. The questions are then,
how large may u 1/% v ‘ /u I and wf/u become before the fluctu-
ations may no longer be considered small aompared to U, and
how doee the error depend an the sise of these quantities?

Unfortunately the answers to these questions are not
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eaeily obtained, When the fluotuatlons are no longer small,
srrors arise from the Interaction of components, Improper
compensation for lag, and the nonlinearity of the roltage-

. velocity- ourve and the voltage-angle ourre for a hot wire
operated with constant heating ourrent, The latter ooncerns
the errors in A and B resvlting from the assumption that
u, v, and w are infinitesimals. Vhen the eeveral kinds
of errorm are oonmldered,. It 3M found that errors in A and
B are probably the largest and therefore deserve first con-
nidaration.

Sin~e the wave form of turbulent fluatuationra Is ir-
regular and Jaggedb and qualitatively has the appearance of
complete randomneee, an acourate estimate of the errors in
A and B seems to be impossible. A crude method is to
assume sinusoidal fluotuatlone and to find A from experi-
mental voltage-velooity curvem and B from experimental
voltage-angle curves with the relations for A and B
given by

AE
Am max ~

4Umax “

The ratios A and B are iletermlneil by arbitrarily nseign-
lng larger and larger increments to AIJma= and to ‘~max

about a point on their respective curvss and determining the
corresponding AEmax. For a sine wave

The values of A and B found in this way are t:: ;~;;got
ones for sinusoidal rarlations in AU and Acp,
until AUmax and Acpmax become so large that the voltage -

wave Is distorted by a significant amount by the nonlinearity
of the mrves, Obviously, the weakness in this method is the
inference that there exist relations like

for turbulent fluctuations. 3’or want of a better procsdure,
A and B were determined by this method, and were found to
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increase with increasing AUmax and ~ma=. Denoting the

values of A given by equations (11) and {la) by AIZ and

~~a and the value of B given by equation (12) by Bla,
the errors as given in table I are found.

TABLI! I

u’ Vf WI
—B——

Uu’u

0.05

.10

.16

,20

.26

,30

.36

Wire normal
to wind

A-Ala

A13

(percent)

Too small to
estimate

0.2

1.5

7.0

12.6

19,0

27.0
—— —

Wire 45° to wind

Too small to
estimate

Too small to
estim~te

1,0

5,0

9.0

16.0

20
—.. —

B-Bla

Bla

(percent)

Too smail to
estimate

1“0

5.0

9,0

14,0

20,0

The errors were found to depend on the velGolty to a
slight extent, but not enough to warrant consideration In a
table of this sort, vhioh, after all, IS intended mainly to
indioate the order of magnitude of the erroro.

The errors indioated in oolumn 2 apply to a measure-
ment of ul/U, They are In such a direotlon as to make the
measured value too high by the percentages given. !l’heerrors
Indioated in oolumns 3 and 4 apply to the measurement of shear-
ing stresg. Aooording to equation (20) the error In the shear-
ing stress is the error in + 1 plus the error In Bls for
tho appropriate values of ut/u and v~/u. Again tho error
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is in such a direction aa to make the meaawred shearing atreaa
too high.

“ Eeforti Investigating the” error in oerrelation ooeff~cient~
it la noted that errors In vi/u and Ml p are not those in-
diaated In oolumn 4 of table I. The controlling factor here
is the shape of the broken ourve in figure 14. If the ampll-
tude of the fluctuation doe~ not go beyond the liner portion
of this ourve, the only error In v~/u and ~1~ associated
with alse ariaea from the aaeumptlon that Vfl and v~ ar e
given by Aq when actually they are given by tanA~ . This
error will ganerally be neglibiblo for amplitzdea that lie
within the linear portion of the curve. Aocor&lng to figure
14, the amplitude of a ainusoldal fluctuation will go beyond
the linear portion when vi/U or W’p exceeds 0,19. It
wfll be aasumed that the error arising from ul/u may be
corrected by means of equation (37), and vf/U and w:/U
will be regarded ae being free from error due to sise for
values up to 0.19. It will be neoeaaary to pane over the
question of errors for values greater than 0.19.

If no error in v? IS aasumed, it will be possible to
get come idea of the error in correlation coefficient from
table I. It Ie found, for example, that the error in K1
(equation (24)) la given approximately by the difference
between the errors In A== and All in eolumne 2 and 3.
The error in Ka (equation) reaahes about 2 peroent for
a value of 0.3 In column 1. The error In KS (equation (27))
is the error in shearing stress minus that In u’.

At the 22-foot position the maximum value of Utp is
found from figure 22 to be 0.19. If U1 and Vc are in the
same ratio here aa at the 1~.-foot position, the predicted
vl/lJ will bo about 0.11. The errors charged to stze in
meaaurementa at the point nearest the surface in the 22-foot
position are astimated to be:

6 peraent In ul/u

6 percent predicted in Cf

Not more than 1 per~ent predicted In K

Eo error predicted in vi/u and vr/U

According to reference 9 there is an error In compensa-
tion involved in the use of expression (39), whioh depends on

.—. . —....—
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where 8 Ss the amplitude of the resistance ohangeta divided
by -Ra. It iB shown that the error is less than 2 percent
when 2mf a M is no greater than 0.14. Sinoe the d,letribu-
tion of amplitude with frequency In a turbulent boundary layer
is not known, no eetimate of the actual error oan ba made.
The faot that an error in oompeneation is likely to enter to
a greater and greater degree ae the fluatuatlone increase-in
Bise is further argument for using wires of the smalla~t
possible diameter,

X,. COHCLUSIOHS

An aooount has been given of the recent developments
in hot-wire Instruments for use in turbulent boundary layers.
horn the theory of hot-wire moa~urements and the oharaoteris-
tics ~f the various instruments it is conoluded that u’ , v’,—
Wf, Uv, and K may be measured. These quantities are among
the more important characterlstlcta of the turbulence needed
to further an understanding of turbulent boundary layers.
The results so far obtained In the boundary-layer lnveetiga-
tion for which the instruments were developed show that these
quantities can bo measured ih the thiok turbulent boundary :
layer used In the present experiment. The average oharacteris–
tlcm of the layer are shown by the pressure distribution, mean
velooity distribution, thickness, and separation point.

More observations are necessary before the experimental
uncertainties oan be properly appraised. In theorr at leaet,
the Important errors are those that inorease with the relative
magnitude of the fluctuations and are inherent in the oonstant-
eurrent method of operating hot-wire anemometers. The relatione
between the voltage and the magnitude and dlreotlon of the wind
are not linear; and it 1s for this reason that the proportion-
ality faotora A and B are not constant, but are rather
some Involved function of the root-mean-square value of the
fluotuatione. This fact has long been recognized, but has
never been a eerious drawback In the.measurement of freestream
turbulence where the fluotnations rarg]y exoeed a few peroent
of the mean veloolty. These errors are a matter of ooncern
In boundary-layer applications, but are not sufficient to
condemn the method. They do, however, show the need for
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further development of other methods of operation that are
better adapted to the measurement of large fluctuat~one,
eu.oh as the constant-temperatur e method with lineari%in%
circuits propoeed 6Y Wehke h-reference” 11..

National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D, C., June 29, 1945.
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.

Figure l.- Front view of ‘boundary-layer wall” in’10-foot
wind tunnel. Height of wall is 10 feet. Instru-

ment support shown on working side.
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Figure 2.- Dhgrti of ‘boundary-layerWallfiwith scale of x on working eide.
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Figure 3.- M ifiedview of hot-wirearrangements. (a), arrangement for measu$ng ul;
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for measuring v’ and w’ ;
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METHOO FOR ELECTROPLATING TUNGSTEN WIRE

METf3L 00B0IN
\

TRRNSP17RC

llwwr%u’_ ‘TUN6STE N WIRE(C IWHODE) /

2 ELECTRODES PIS

d-RNODE fOR WELL NO. I

ZELCCTRODES ~S

RN ODE FOR wcLLNO.2

Figure 4.- Electroplating bath. Insert ishowsa microphotograph
of 0.00031-inch diameter tungsten wire with plated
sections.
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Fig. 5

Figure 5.- Assembled electrical equipment. A, amplifier;
B, power supply; C, control unit.
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PORTABLE TURBULENCE MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

CONTROL UNIT

CIRCUIT SELECTOR NO. I— CIRCUIT SELECTOR NO.2

i

RI

.

.

“

.-.

.

-

“

E

R1 ,
R2,
R3 ,
R4 ,
R5,
R6,
R7P
R8,
R9,

RlO,
Rll.

2(J
10

100
1,000
1,000
100

CONTROL UNIT COIIPONENTS

ohms
w
W
ST
“ 4 did deaade
n
w
w

Speoialresistor●djustedto give 0.0025volt drop
when oarryingl/2 8oaleoscillator~ter ourrent.
1,000ohms

250 w
R12, 5,000 “
R13,1O,OOO “
R14, 1,000 w
c, 0.5 Mr.
L, 12 henries, 105 ohms.

Figure 6.- Diagram of control-unit aircuit.
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Fig. 7

PORTABLE TURBULENCE MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

AMPLIFIER

.

?

GAIN CONTROL TIME cONSTANT SELECTOR

x

Y
I 1 1

4

‘7fTkc’h ‘-’
Y

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R6
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13

AM?LIFIER COMPONENTS

100,000Ohmfl
2.000 “

2,000,000 w
500,000 “

3,000,000 “
1,000 “
Z5.Ooo “

150 “
‘?50 “

50, a)o “
1,000,000 *
1,00:,00: “

o !0

R14 2,500
R15 3.333
R16 5,000
R17 10,000
R16 3,500
R19 2,000,000
R20 1,000,000
R21 1,500
R22
R23 10,000,::0
R24 1,000,000
R25 500,000

10,240

Sh, 2 me. full male meterehunt
SB. 20 “
SC* 2: “
SD, *
SE, 2 “
SF. 2 “
m, 200 “
~, 10 1

cl, 2 X.
C2, 4 w
C3, 0.02 “
C4, O.(M “

Wt! w

WW w

*“ m

row W

Ww ?I

*w w

w!! w

C5, 0.005 &.
C6, O-W do
C7, 0.003 “
C8, 0.002 “

7 .- Diagram

Ohme
n

m

w

?!

“

w

w

u

w

!!

w

Ohusatotal

.

C9, O.(M1mf. C13, 16 mfo
ClooO*1 “ L. 60 mllllhenry
Cllo0.01 *
c12*0.02 *

of amplifier circuit.
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PORTABLE TURBULENCE MEASUREMENT

POWER SUPPLIES

+ L

~ -

TI

E

& 2.5V

0 63V

.

PILOT LAMP POWER SUPPLY
NO, I

plll~ E 6,3V

.
T2

PILOT L,ilAP POWER SUPPLY

,?402

Rl,
R%!,
R3,
R4,
R5,
R6,
R7,
cl,
C2,
C3 ●

EQUIPMENT

4:,,m
c 2SV

=“’”

2A3

.

.

POWER SUPPLY COMPON3NR3

15,000 ohms
10,000 “

250,000 fS
1,000 “

10,000 “
3,500 “

20 w center tapped
8 mf.

32 “
0.5 w

PLATE SUPPLY

JACK AND PLUG

10

2 0 1ST STAGE

3 0 2ND63ROST4GES

4 0 4T”$.T.~~

5 0 5TH STAGE

6 0 PHASE hNVERTER

7 0 OUTPUT STAGE

8 0 6ESZEROADJ

9 0 cOhtuOu NEGATIVE

100

11 0

12 0

J HEATER SUPPLY

JACK ANO PLuG

0 1 0 PHASE INVERTER
B

10 2 0 OUTPIJT STAGE

E
0 3 0 6M6,6E5,13

10 4 0 PILOT LAMP

D :: :],3, s,.,,

~ 0 7 0 2ND 3R04TH
10 8 0 AND5TH STAGES

L, 12 henries, 231 ohms
Tl, 750 Vao. oenter tapped, .18A; 5ve, 3Ae; 6e3v, 3.3A-;

2.5V., 6A.
T2, 6*3v-, 3A.

Figure 8.- Diagram of power-supply circuit.
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